TEACHING OF CREATIONISM: ANALYZING THE OPINIONS OF A SAMPLE OF BRAZILIANS
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In order to assess the opinion of citizens in the region of Minas Gerais, Brazil, on the teaching of Creationism in schools at the expense of Evolutionism, it was proposed the question (in Likert scale format): “About the idea that science classes should only address Creationism, the idea that God created all living beings and they have not changed since then, you...”. Religion and education were the variables used in the analysis and discussion of the responses. The variable religion proved to be significant. Thus, among the Gnostics, evangelicals that agreed with the statement outnumber Catholics. In contrast, atheists generally disagreed with the statement. Regarding education, it was observed that even in elementary school the tendency of the respondents is to agree with the question. This may be related to contact with the evolution theme that is approached from high school. However, respondents with higher education tended to disagree with the statement. These data are important when considering the recent growth in the number of evangelicals in Brazil, as there are concerns about possible interventions in the school curriculum, to encourage the teaching of Creationism in Science and Biology classes.
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**Introduction**

The influence of religion in the teaching of biological evolution is the subject of discussion and several authors of a research subject, such as: SILVA *et al.*, 2013; ROSA, 2002; CURY, 2014; BIZZO, 1991; GOEDERT, 2006; OLIVEIRA, 2012. controversy related studies involving evolutionism and creationism are mainly developed in the United States (DA SILVA; ANDRADE, 2015). According Tidon and Vieira (2009), this occurs due to the presence of several radical creationist groups mainly formed by evangelicals, who make a literal interpretation of the Bible and are against the evolutionism, including in schools. An important event occurred in 1925 in the state of Tennessee, USA, when a teacher was tried
for having taught evolutionism, because of the prohibition of teaching this theory in American schools in 1920 (Razera, 2009). In the face of such conflicts have also been detected in other parts of the world the interest in the subject has been expanded. In 2009 it was developed by Theo and Faraday institutes UK research Rescuing Darwin in the year in which it celebrated the 200th anniversary of scientist Charles Darwin and the 150th anniversary of the publication of his best-known book, The Origin of Species (SPENCER; ALEXANDER, 2009). The research was spatial area the UK region and aimed to realize the vision of the British population on issues that permeate the Darwinian evolutionary theory.

Authors such as Oro (2008), indicate that conflicts involving creationism and evolutionism also occur in Latin America, in which stand out as Brazilian individuals who own the sharpest creationist ideas (NUMBERS, 2006). In Brazil, as pointed out by Cunha (2009), despite the presence of secularism in the Constitution, it is remarkable the influence of religions in situations that only the state should act. An important event took place in the state of Rio de Janeiro with the creation of the law 3459 in 2000, which provided the confessional teaching in schools (ABRANTES; ALMEIDA, 2006). Another recent phenomenon occurred in 2014 in Brazil, where one of the deputies, pastor Marcos Feliciano, proposed a bill (PL8099 / 2014) which requires the implementation of the teaching of creationism in all Brazilian schools, both in public and in private.

According to Vieira and Falcon (2012), it can identify the different ways that religion interferes with the teaching of evolution. To Sepúlveda and El-Hani (2004) religious beliefs can interfere with scientific knowledge in two ways: when the individual refuses to science in a certain way, given the dogmas of their religion and their beliefs when it incorporates the concepts of science. This integration between creationism and evolutionism can be disadvantageous and worrying. An example occurs between supporters of the hypothesis of intelligent design, noted by the author Michael J. Behe in his book Darwin's Black Box, which mentions that due to the complexity of many cells becomes impossible to explain the size of this “perfection” through clarification of random mutation (BEHE, 1997). In some cases, the individual suits both biological evolution as religious dogmas, that is so independent fuses the field of science and religion (Coutinho et al. 2014). According Eder et al. (2010), it can see, both young and adults, peaceful coexistence between the two. There are still those who seek scientific evidence proving religious theories, in order to make them true (Cury, 2004).

Many scientists suppress religion as well as religious suppress science due to lack of knowledge regarding the real sense that both fields have (CURY, 2004). Authors like Mahner and Bunge (1996), believe that science and religion are irreconcilable strands. Cobern (1994) points out that students have difficulty in reconciling forward religiosity of evolutionary theory often the student already stands precipitously on the subject of biological evolution. According to Vieira and Falcon (2012), studies indicate that many teachers are afraid to teach evolutionary theory, because in this way would be rejecting the existence of God. Another issue raised by Silva (2015) relates to the way the Brazilian school curriculum presents the topic of biological evolution. The author cites the PCNs (National Curriculum Parameters), instructions that help educators teach their discipline, depict the evolution across the board, although they bounce the relevance of the subject. From these considerations we can highlight the importance of to investigate how relevant people in Brazil consider the teaching of evolutionary theory.

For authors such as Almeida and Falcão (2005), biological evolution is considered a transverse axis, within the biological sciences, which unites several threads that compose it, without her existence, each subject would be independent and without connections that support their learning. So there is the understanding of diverse biological content, it becomes essential to understand the evolution. According to Reis et al. (2009) is the responsibility of the teacher to present evolutionary theory to students in a clear way, thus avoiding possible misunderstandings. To Silva (2015) it is important that the enrichment of evolutionism topic in Biology courses in Brazil. So will graduate student teachers recognize the importance of biological evolution in science classes / biology and teaches you to know it so that the student can understand without interference of religion.

When students come into contact with evolutionary theory in the classes of science and biology, you can see a conflict between the views of students on the theme due to prior knowledge, especially in relation to their religion and family culture (SEPÚLVEDA; EL- HANI. 2004). One way of worldview
that interferes with the acceptance of the subject of biological evolution relates to the way in which students follow religious doctrines, being liberal or fundamentalist way. To Sepúlveda and El-Hani (2004) the level of radicalism in religion is connected with the time when students begin their religious education. Another point raised by these authors is on the way/quality with which the scientific issues were dealt with in the school years of students from elementary school to higher education. As exemplified by Bishop and Anderson (1990) by the results from their research showed that students who are not creationists, which are based on Darwin's theory can not explain the evolutionary process. Therefore, in places where the teaching of science should be prevalent, as in school, it is important not to deal with religious issues such as creationism because students must live and participate only issues related to science (MEYER; EL-HANI, 2013).

Rescuing Darwin Research conducted in the UK pointed out that many British advocate intelligent design and creationism instead of evolutionary theory (SPENCER; ALEXANDER, 2009). To Colombo (2009), creationists have little power in Brazil, and because of this, the search results Rescuing Darwin, made between Brazilians would be different in relation to the British study. Thus, we sought in this study, conduct a similar survey in Brazil in order to analyze and compare the data obtained.

Methodology

This research has quantitative character, making it more accurate and reduces the occurrence of possible errors in their results (DALFOVO; LANA; SILVEIRA, 2008). In this investigation a questionnaire was used as data collection instrument. This consists of eleven multiple-choice questions (Table 1), with the first four translated the British named search Rescuing Darwin (COLOMBO, 2009). The others were prepared by proponents of Brazilian research. The instrument also contains an open question.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Intelligent design, the idea that evolution alone is not enough to explain the complex structures of some living things, so the intervention of a designer is needed at key stages. | a) I totally agree  
                              b) I partially agree  
                              c) I partially disagree  
                              d) I totally disagree  
                              e) I don’t know |
| 2. The theistic evolutionism, the idea that evolution is the means that God used for the creation of all living things on earth. | a) I totally agree  
                              b) I partially agree  
                              c) I partially disagree  
                              d) I totally disagree  
                              e) I don’t know |
| 3. The atheistic evolution, the idea that evolution makes belief in God unnecessary and absurd. | a) I totally agree  
                              b) I partially agree  
                              c) I partially disagree  
                              d) I totally disagree  
                              e) I don’t know |
| 4. Young Earth Creationism, the idea that God created the world sometime in the last 10,000 years. | a) I totally agree  
                              b) I partially agree  |
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|5. | The thought of Darwin, the idea that humans evolved by a process of evolution which removes any need for God. | a) I totally agree  
 b) I partially agree  
 c) I partially disagree  
 d) I totally disagree  
 e) I don’t know |
|6. | On the idea that science classes should only address creationism, the idea that God created all living beings and they have not changed since then. | a) I totally agree  
 b) I partially agree  
 c) I partially disagree  
 d) I totally disagree  
 e) I don’t know |
|7. | On the proposal that science classes should only address how the origin of species and the evolution in the vision of Darwin's theory. | a) I totally agree  
 b) I partially agree  
 c) I partially disagree  
 d) I totally disagree  
 e) I don’t know |
|8. | About a suggestion that science classes should give the same value and use the same time to teach creationism and the theory of evolution. | a) I totally agree  
 b) I partially agree  
 c) I partially disagree  
 d) I totally disagree  
 e) I don’t know |
|9. | Science and religion can have a peaceful coexistence, even in an environment where ideas are so contrary as biological evolution and creationism. | a) I totally agree  
 b) I partially agree  
 c) I partially disagree  
 d) I totally disagree  
 e) I don’t know |
|10. | Some people argue that the teaching of evolution can be beneficial for the scientific development of mankind, and eliminate it would be harmful | a) I totally agree  
 b) I partially agree  
 c) I partially disagree  
 d) I totally disagree  
 e) I don’t know |
|11. | It is impossible to believe in biological evolution and at the same time believe in | a) I totally agree |
| God. | b) I partially agree  
c) I partially disagree  
d) I totally disagree  
e) I don’t know |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12. What is your opinion about the teaching of evolution and creationism in schools? How would you prefer that your child be educated regarding this issue?</td>
<td>(Open question)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The presentation of the answers respondents used the Likert scale model, also used by the British researchers. This scale has the objective to classify the degree of agreement and disagreement of the respondents, moreover, excludes the simplicity of the “yes” and “no.”

The survey was conducted in the municipality of Ant and some surrounding towns, state of Minas Gerais, Brazil, also reaching the metropolitan region of Belo Horizonte. There was the participation of the course of Biological Sciences Center University of Formiga-MG and the University of Itaúna-MG students at the time of the interview, in order to make it more comprehensive sample. The questionnaire was administered to three hundred and ninety adults without criterion of choice, classifying the sample as “random Simple”, that is, each individual has the same chance of being selected. According to Freitas et al. (2000), so that the research can get results close to reality, it is important that the sample is comprised of over one hundred individuals.

Data were analyzed taking into account the religion variables and grade level of each subject. Respondents are mostly theists. With a percentage of 76.9% Catholics, Evangelicals 5.9%, 5.1% Spiritualists and other religions 2.8%. Atheists find themselves outnumbered by 2.1% and 7.2% without religion set. Regarding education, it obtains 1.6% primary education, 10.2% elementary school, 27.4% high school, 27.2% higher education and 33.7% Incomplete Higher Education Full (Silva et al. 2013).

In order to analyze whether there are statistically significant differences between the results obtained we used the chi-square test ($\chi^2$). This test analyzes hypotheses, which seeks to know whether the observed result suffered any deviation from the expected result for a particular event. That is, identify the variables religion and schooling interfere with the response of the interviewee before the mentioned statements. A 0.05 significance level was set.

This study involves the assessment of one of the questions in the questionnaire “Rescuing Darwin”. The selected question was the number six, which asks: “On the idea that science classes should only address creationism, the idea that God created all living beings and they have not changed since then, you ... “. This was one of the issues raised by Brazilian researchers, not part of the original English questionnaire. Given this statement, follow the possible answers to each interviewee can choose from: “Certainly True”, “probably true”, “certainly false,” “probably false,” “do not know”. This statement seeks to understand the views of the sample with respect to the exclusion of evolutionary theory education in schools and the replacement of at creationism. According to Rosana Tidon and Eli Vieira (2009), the United States of presents creationists have resistance on the evolution of education and with it the teaching of this subject in school may suffer. Thus, we intend to evaluate the situation in this Brazilian sample, analyzing the perception of respondents regarding the teaching of creationism instead of evolution.

**Results and Discussion**

It is observed in FIG. 1 the total percentage of affirmative answers regarding the choice of the questionnaire Rescuing Darwin formulated by Brazilian researchers. To note that 74% of the sample
refutes the assertion proposal and only 26% believe that science classes should only address creationism. Thus, most of the sample does not consider it feasible proposition pointed in question. Comparing these results with British research, it is noted that this sample there is no prevalence of creationist view with regard to the teaching of same instead of evolutionary theory, unlike individuals who participated in the study in the United Kingdom because a much of the study group does not agree with the idea of joining only creationist concepts in school, stressing that it was not asked the same question in the original British survey. This data would then be under the assumption indicated by Colombo (2009), citing a study done with Brazilians would have a different result because creationists possess little influence in Brazil. However, noticeable similarities of thought on biological evolution between Brazilian and British individuals through other studies developed in Brazil using the same methodology. These studies showed that there is still a greater adherence to creationism among Brazilian investigated. It may notice this phenomenon when comparing research by Costa et al. (2009) with Spencer & Alexander (2009), where both point out that most of his respondents believe that there is the work of an intelligent designer in the changes suffered by living beings the right time. Much of the American public school teachers interviewed in one study, believes that the evolutionary processes were guided by a divine agent (BERKMAN et al., 2008). In an analysis by Greene (1990), it was noticeable among students views on evolution based on ancient scientists. The data found by Silva et al. (2014) in Brazil showed a denial of Darwinism relative to creationism with steeper rejection than in British research and Silva et al. (2015) found that there are important acceptance of creationism Young Earth, the creationist version more radical, the Brazilian population. So using the same questionnaire applied in this study the works of Silva et al. (2014) and Silva et al. (2015) pointed out that Brazil has greater affinity for creationism than the UK, but through this work was noticed that despite this high affinity, the sample of Brazilians do not agree with the teaching of creationism instead of evolution.

The overall results of Brazilian sample are shown in FIG. 1. The graph shows the great rejection of the proposal of the question examined in the survey.

![Bar Chart](source: Survey data (2015)).

**About the idea that science classes should only address creationism, the idea that God created all living beings and they have not changed since then, you ...**

- 11% Certain true
- 15% Probably true
- 21% Probably false
- 53% Certainly false
- 1% I don’t know

**Figure 1. Total Percentage.**
According to the education of each interviewee, shown in FIG.2, linking it with the idea that science classes should present only creationist concepts, it is observed that there was an increase in the affirmative rejection percentage as the level school grows, mainly from the high school. Individuals with average schooling on, believe, for the most part, that the teaching of evolutionary theory should not be replaced by creationism. This question can be justified through this curriculum in high school, which has the theme of biological evolution more forcefully compared to primary education, allowing the contact of students with the theme. A study by Porto (2010), shows that one of the biggest problems that high school suffer in relation to the evolution of content, is the reduced time classes who abort theme. Therefore, it is essential to make this a timely manner and that there is an improvement in the quality of the evolution of the theme of the bargain in order to do it enough so that students can understand and assimilate the knowledge on the subject.

![Figure 2. Variable schooling. Source: Survey data (2015).](image)

The percentage of agreement between interviews with Primary and elementary schooling is high, more than half of this sample has creationist position (about 60% between these two grade levels). This result may be related to the lack of scientific knowledge present in these individuals because, as quoted by Silva et al. (2011), it is in high school that students acquire greater contact with the subject of evolution, even though it may be superficially. Rocha (2012), cites the evolution of content contained in the teaching of elementary school books is far from the reality of the students. In a survey conducted by Oliveira (2009), primary school students have greater ease in understanding the evolution when they can perceive
and analyze the theory by means of fossils shows the existence of common ancestry, but as their studies relate to issues surrounding the origin of man and life, the tendency of students is to oppose the issues. Another argument which justifies the lack of knowledge of students of basic education, it is pointed in a study by Araujo et al. (2009), citing that elementary school teachers are influenced by their beliefs and values revealing an affinity with creationism, so it is not possible to say that they address the issue of biological evolution in their classes, and if address not known whether the manner in which this occurs is correct due to religious interference.

With regard to higher education, a study by Carvalho et al. (2009), with undergraduate students of biological sciences courses, philosophy, physics, geography, history and chemistry, it was observed that most students accepted evolutionary theory without interference from their religiosity. But the authors point out that despite these results, it is not possible to identify whether they agree with the creationist teaching in schools. Beyond religion, another will have an effect in the know scientific by Topic, Carneiro (2004) points out a problem that relates to the incorrect manner in which undergraduates and graduates understand the evolution, many teachers and students understand the evolutionary processes based on the theory Lamarck.

Although there is a lower percentage number of the question referred acceptance from high school, it emphasizes the importance of encouraging teachers to foster the teaching of evolution. For, as mentioned, creationist conceptions of students about scientific knowledge, may be related to the way teachers teach content. Research by Goedert (2004) exemplifies this fact, this research teachers report that the way the evolution of discipline was administered during the period of his graduation was incorrect, therefore, were not related to the rest of the course topics and were not presented in context.

Watching the religion variable graph in relation to the answers presented, FIG. 3, you can see wider acceptance among evangelicals, comparing with others. About 60% of them think that the teaching of creationism should be unique in the lessons of Sciences / Biology. According to Machado & Mariz (2004), the evangelical population grows increasingly in Brazil. As some aspects of this Church are radical interpretation of the Bible, therefore it is feared that due to this increase, the issue of education in school is harmed by the influence of religiosity. It is noteworthy that the deputy cited in the text, which proposed the teaching of creationism in public and private schools in Brazil is pastor and representative of this religion. In a study by Mota (2013), the followers of evangelical religion have the greatest difficulty accepting the origin of life, compared to other contents that are part of the evolution. Alters and Alters (2001) mentions that religion, more precisely acceptance of creationism, is not necessarily the only reason that interferes with the individual to reject evolution.

Despite the evangelical growth, the predominant religion is still Catholic. In this sample, 200 individuals belong to this group. Thus, there is greater flexibility in relation to them, for 23% agree with the statement, significantly lower number in relation to the evangelical religion. A study by Madeira (2007), shows that the group of Catholic inserted in their research, students of the third year of high school, do not reject evolution, accept the theory without a major clash between their dogmas and science. The same author mentions that Catholics are more easy to accept the origin of man through common ancestry. For followers of the Catholic Church, the idea of how the world was created does not seem to come into opposition with the concepts treated in evolution because this theory does not bother to explain the beginning of life (MADEIRA, 2007).

The percentages present between the spiritualist religion are similar to Catholic. These are also considered groups with flexible positions and is the third religion that has more representatives in Brazil, as shown in a study by IBOPE (2004). These data confirm what was predicted by Colombo (2009), in which spiritualists have greater tolerance towards issues involving biological evolution, but this tolerance was presented in relation to the teaching of evolution in relation to the teaching of creationism, this is not. It was detected in the work by Silva et al. (2014) and Silva et al. (2015) using the same survey instrument on the acceptance of Darwinian evolutionism and creationism Young Earth.
Atheists, as expected, largely disagree with the statement. To Schünemann (2009), atheists do not believe that there is a supernatural agent who acted on the creations. They consider that scientific theories are the best explanations and the ones that can be checked and changed if new evidence. In this sample, this group is among the minority, a total of eight respondents. Only one respondent atheist agreed with the statement, it is believed that the respondent has committed a mistake by opting for alternative, as this answer contradicts what is proposed by atheism. However, data provided by the IBGE 2010 indicate that there is a growing number of individuals who claim no religion, can be atheists and agnostics. An example of atheistic position of great influence in Brazil is that of Richard Dawkins, a radical atheist scientist who in his literary works (DAWKINS, 2007; DAWKINS, 2001) emphasizes the idea that evolutionary events are the only explanation for the diversity of world. Repeatedly the author denies the existence of God, showing the trend of atheists deny the religious dogmas and therefore are against the exclusive teaching of creationism in class Science / Biology.

According to the chi-square test, it was observed that religion and education level influence the response of respondents (p> 0.05). This confirms the results obtained in the study (Table 2 and Table 3).

Table 2. Chi-square test in relation to religion, with a significance level of 5% and degree of freedom 20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>I agree totally</th>
<th>I agree partially</th>
<th>I disagree partially</th>
<th>I disagree totally</th>
<th>I don't know</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi^2_{\text{partial}}$</td>
<td>0,871978022</td>
<td>0,105802969</td>
<td>0,678461538</td>
<td>0,038237491</td>
<td>0,186153846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evangelical</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi^2_{\text{partial}}$</td>
<td>12,31543239</td>
<td>2,070920613</td>
<td>1,565774805</td>
<td>4,206548257</td>
<td>9,860089186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiritualist</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi^2_{\text{partial}}$</td>
<td>0,010989011</td>
<td>0,291497976</td>
<td>0,877564103</td>
<td>0,030121982</td>
<td>0,256410256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atheist</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi^2_{\text{partial}}$</td>
<td>0,022252747</td>
<td>1,169230769</td>
<td>1,641025641</td>
<td>1,821514812</td>
<td>0,102564103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Silva (2015), in his research shows that religious teachers in their biology classes, have been called atheists by students for having taught evolutionary theory. Thus, aspects that create obstacles to the evolution of teaching may be related to the teachers' stance as well as students. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate this complex issue and propose didactic and pedagogical actions that facilitate the teaching of biological evolution adequately from the early grades in science classes, aiming to avoid that children acquire concepts that hinder assimilation a key issue for understanding the biology in the future. For writers like Silva et al. (2013), the evolution theme is related to scientific concepts in order to be included in environments where the educational focus is science, and at school and religious issues are intimate and familiar forum possessing other spaces for your tract, such as the Church. Reis et al. (2009) states that the school environment is the place people get most of their scientific knowledge. Therefore, it is essential to address the issue of evolution in science classes and correctly and completely Biology. Science and religion are important to society, both can contribute to improving the world differently. Ignorance of the two fields can generate unnecessary conflicts (SANCHES; DANILAS, 2012).

**Final Considerations**

The results from the question examined the questionnaire Rescuing Darwin made by Brazilian researchers indicated that the variables caused influence on respondents' answers, with regard to the teaching of creationism school Science / Biology.
The variable schooling showed how it is important to properly introduce the topic of biological evolution, especially in elementary school, so that students can start their scientific studies with a greater knowledge on the subject, avoiding possible misunderstandings regarding the content. With regard to religion, noted the importance of having attention as the increase of evangelicals in Brazil, because as presented in the text, this group tends to agree with the teaching of creationism in schools at the expense of evolutionism.

Thus, it highlights the importance of presenting the students, from their first contact with the science content the subject of biological evolution on its significance in the scientific context. It is important to conduct further research in Brazil that help to understand the perceptions of individuals in relation to the theme, in order to improve the teaching of evolution to avoid possible failures in its presentation to the students and prevent any attempt to insert background themes religion in science classes, such as creationism.
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